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KARA WALKER

The Emancipation 

Approximation 2000 

Kara Walker

Shame she says is the most transgressive the most 

pervasive of personal emotions. Shame can 

overcome all other states of emotion, anger, 

rage, fear, happiness and all others. Walker 

says it is interesting to put that on the table, 

to elicit a feeling of shame from others and 

that is what Walkers work does. Her images 

reach into ourselves and stir up all of these 

emotions as she playfully uses violence, race, 

gender and our own American history to 

stimulate those emotions.



ARTIST: KARA WALKER 

Facts at a glance:

Name: Kara Walker

Birth: Stockton, California 1969

Currently: Professor of Visual Arts @ 

Columbia in NYC

Process: best known for her cut-paper 

silhouettes.

Theme: “Most pieces have to do with 

exchanges of power, attempts to steal power 

away from others.” has described her work as 

“Fantasy Clothed in History.”

Key Ideas: Representing Race, History: 

Collusion of Fact and Fiction, Narrative, 

Desire and Shame, and Humor. 

Artist Statement: 

I find that I am rewriting History, trying to make it 

resemble me, Kara, but doing it in little bits and pieces. It's 

a monomaniacal undertaking, but there is a lot of damage to 

undo. I mean that's the only way history is written anyway, 

in little pieces. 

http://learn.walkerart.org/karawalker/Main/RepresentingRace
http://learn.walkerart.org/karawalker/Main/HistoryCollusionOfFactAndFiction
http://learn.walkerart.org/karawalker/Main/Narrative
http://learn.walkerart.org/karawalker/Main/DesireandShame
http://learn.walkerart.org/karawalker/Main/Humor


KARA WALKER

Kara Walker. Exodus of Confederates from Atlanta,

from the portfolio Harper's Pictorial History of the Civil War (Annotated). 2005. Artist Video

http://www.pbs.org/art21/artists/kara-walker


http://youtube.com/v/Ch5MtwsR0Y0
http://youtube.com/v/Ch5MtwsR0Y0


PRINCIPLE OF ART

BALANCE

Balance: Balance is concerned with the distribution of visual interest -- what is 

where in a composition. There are two main kinds of balance you will use in this 

project: symmetrical and asymmetrical.

More about Balance

http://daphne.palomar.edu/design/bsymm.html


PRINCIPLE OF ART

BALANCE

Symmetrical Balance:

Symmetry means a mirror image -- one side is the mirror image of the 

other. Symmetry can occur in any orientation as long as the image is 

the same on either side of the central axis.



PRINCIPLE OF ART

BALANCE

ASYMMETRICAL BALANCE

Asymmetry means without symmetry. That 

by itself has nothing to do with balance. It 

just means that there are no mirror images in 

a composition. There is no simple formula 

for achieving balance in asymmetrical balance 

(hence the term informal balance) so the 

designer must sense whether or not the 

composition is balanced. This is where your 

sense of balance really comes into play. 



NOTAN

Notan is a Japanese word which means "dark-light.” The word, however, means more 

than that. The principle of Notan as it relates to design is defined as the interaction 

between positive (light) and negative (dark) space.

Western culture tends to emphasize the positive elements of design,  also known as the 

figure (main subject), with less emphasis on ground, or negative space. Eastern culture, the 

originator of Notan, seeks a more balanced view of the world and of design as it relates to 

our human experience of the world. 



Japanese design concept involving the play and placement of light 

and dark next to each other

NOTAN

Notan Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--IFiH6zH68


http://youtube.com/v/6RVf8y-e6tc
http://youtube.com/v/6RVf8y-e6tc










REQUIREMENTS

Create a paper cut using positive and negative space based off of the 

Japanese art of Notan.

Before you begin must sketch out four design ideas and create a 

mock up and write an artist’s statement about your chosen 

idea(worth 30 points total.) You must have a theme. 

Needs a creative and complex design

Must have a Theme

Must use double and triple cuts

Must use all of your pieces

Must be neat with clean lines (craftsmanship)

Use of third/fourth color is optional



STUDENT EXAMPLES: MOCK UP



STUDENT EXAMPLES: MOCK UP



STUDENT EXAMPLES: FINAL 

PROJECT



STUDENT EXAMPLES: FINAL 

PROJECT



STUDENT EXAMPLES: FINAL 

PROJECT



STUDENT EXAMPLES: FINAL 

PROJECT



RESOURCES

More on Positive & Negative 

Space

More on Notan

Kara Walker Website

http://artinspired.pbworks.com/w/page/13819678/Positive and Negative Space
http://emptyeasel.com/2009/01/06/revisiting-notan-two-ways-of-achieving-harmonious-darks-and-lights/
http://learn.walkerart.org/karawalker?n=Main.HomePage

